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Abstract

This dissertation is the result of an internship period spent from April 2018
to July 2018 at the FEUP(Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade do
Porto), in Porto(Portugal). The domain of the work carried on is Operation
Research.

The thesis concern about the analyzing of the Linear and exact formulation
of the bin packing problem, the obtaining of the model in a mathematical
programming language for performing computational experiments on given
set of instances, the binarization of the variable and the use of non linear
constraint to remove the binary bond.

The �nal purpose is to obtain continuous formulation without integer
variable, to compute and compare with the achieved solution, in terms of
time and optimality.



Extended summary (italian)

La tesi è frutto del periodo di tirocinio svolto all' estero tra aprile e luglio
2018, svolto alla facoltà FEUP (Faculdade de Engenharia da
Universidade do Porto) a Porto in Portogallo, grazie al progetto
europeo Erasmus+Traineeship.
Il problema che si è a�rontato durante il periodo e in tutto il documento è
quello del problema di bin-packing espansione del problema dello zaino e
caso speci�co del problema di Cutting Stock, in particolare l'obiettivo, dato
un insieme di elementi aventi un certo valore di peso o ingombro a una
dimensione e un insieme di contenitori con un valore di capacità massima, è
quello di ridurre il numero di contenitori utilizzati per impacchettare tutti
gli elementi.
Una volta analizzati i modelli a disposizione nella letteratura, si è
sviluppato attraverso la programmazione matematica quelli che avevano
una formulazione esatta (i modelli che restituivano il valore ottimo una
volta risolti) e si sono analizzati i risultati ottenuti in termini di esattezza e
tempo di risoluzione.
L'obiettivo a partire dall' analisi iniziale è stato quello di realizzare modelli
matematici continui del problema di bin-packing e osservare quali erano i
risultati e confrontarli con quelli ottenuti dagli esperimenti fatti.
Per raggiungere l'obiettivo desiderato si sono dovute modi�care in primo
luogo le caratteristiche delle variabili passando da intere a binarie, in
secondo luogo si sono potuti eliminare aggiungendo dei vincoli che
costringono la variabile interessata ad assumere valori tra 0 e 1, attraverso
l'uguaglianza x = x2 rendendo il problema Non lineare a causa della
moltiplicazioni delle variabili.
Attraverso i modelli ottenuti si sono in�ne svolti degli esperimenti
computazionali su solutori non lineari per osservare con quale e�cienza ed
e�cacia gli stessi operano e i modelli si comportano.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Given a set N= {1,...,n} of object, everyone with weight wi > 0 and a set
M= {1,...,m} of bin with standard capacity W, the bin-packing problem
consists in the allocation of all the object inside the bin without exceed the
bin capacity and the minimization of the number of bin used.
The applications of the problem are many, from the basic need of �lling up
containers, the optimization of the truck's capacity for the reduction of the
cost, management of �le backup in media, to ICT with the mapping in
Field-programmable gate array semiconductor chip design and the
reduction of memory requirement by the virtual machines in a server.
When the number of part of a speci�c item is more than 1 and is expressed
by the parameter of the instance the model should have a constraint to
respect the request of item and that is called Cutting Stock Problem(CSP),
the bin packing problem could be seen as a speci�c case of the CSP when
the request of every item is 1.

1.1 Problem general caractheristic

The one dimensional BPP in the literature is classi�ed as 1/V/I/M and the
CSP 1/V/I/R.
The classi�cation came from the study of Dycko� in 1990 that give 4-�eld
notation, trying to divide the di�erent problem relying on the
characteristic, the meaning of every space 1/2/3/4 are:

1. Dimensionality
(1) One-dimensional.
(2) Two-dimensional.
(3) Three-dimensional.
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(N) N-dimensional with N > 3.

2. Kind of assignment
(B) All objects and a selection of items.
(V) A selection of objects and all items.

3. Assortment of large objects
(O) One object.
(I) Identical �gure.
(D) Di�erent �gures.

4. Assortment of small items
(F) Few items (of di�erent �gures).
(M) Many items of many di�erent �gures.
(R) Many items of relatively few di�erent (non-congruent) �gures.
(C) Congruent �gures.

Meaning that the 1-D BPP is a one dimensional problem with a selection of
objects and all item that are identical �gure organized in many items of
many di�erent �gure while CSP have many items of relatively few di�erent
�gures.
The problem is NP-Complete, �nding an admissible solution is possible if
wk ≤ W (∀k ∈ N) and m ≥ n, in this case the easiest solution is putting one
object in every bin, but if m < n the problem of founding a solution
becomes NP-Hard. following some theorem that established the
NP-hardness (unless P = NP):

Theorem 1. :
deciding if BPP has a solution with 2 bins is NP-complete

Proof. Let {l1, .., ln} be an instance of PARTITION. Consider an instance
of BPP with items {l1, .., ln} and 2 bins

∑
li/2 long. The BPP instance is a

yes-instance if the PARTITION instance is a yes-instance

Corollary 1. :
BPP is NP-hard to approximate with ratio < 3/2

Proof. an approximation algorithm with ratio δ < 3/2 should solve a
yes-instance of PARTITION in polynomial time.
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Theorem 2. :
deciding if BPP has a solution with m bins is strongly NP-complete

Proof. exists a polynomial reduction from 3-DIMENSIONAL
MATCHING

1.2 mathematical programming language AMPL

AMPL (A Mathematical Programming Language) is an algebraic
modeling language to describe and solve high-complexity problems for
large-scale mathematical computing (i.e., large-scale optimization and
scheduling-type problems).
One advantage of AMPL is the similarity of its syntax to the mathematical
notation of optimization problems. This allows for a very concise and
readable de�nition of problems in the domain of optimization. Many
modern solvers available on the NEOS Server accept AMPL input.
According to the NEOS statistics AMPL is the most popular format for
representing mathematical programming problems. AMPL supports a wide
range of problem types, among them:

A Linear programming
B Quadratic programming
C Nonlinear programming
D Mixed-integer programming
E Mixed-integer quadratic programming with or without convex

quadratic constraints
F Mixed-integer nonlinear programming
G Second-order cone programming
H Global optimization
I Semide�nite programming problems with bilinear matrix inequalities
J Complementarity theory problems (MPECs) in discrete or continuous

variables
K Constraint programming

Declarations of model entities have the following common form:

entity, name, alias, indexing, body;
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where name is an alphanumeric name that has not previously been assigned
to an entity by a declaration, alias is an optional literal, indexing is an
optional indexing expression, and entity is one of the keywords:

A set
B param
C var
D arc
E minimize
F maximize
G subject to
H node

In addition, several other constructs are technically entity declarations, but
are described later; these include environ, problem, su�x and table. The
entity may be omitted, in which case subject to is assumed. The body of
various declarations consists of other, mostly optional, phrases that follow
the initial part. Each declaration ends with a semicolon.
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Chapter 2

Analysis of integer linear
formulations

2.1 Kantorovich model

The Kantorovich compact model was published in 1939 by Leonid Vitaliye-
vich Kantorovich a Soviet Mathematician during the third Five Year Plan
when the increasing of e�ciency in the industry start to pass from improve-
ment of technology to a better organization of planning and production, the
model structure for 1-D bin-packing problem is :

min
m∑
j=1

yj (2.1)

s.t.

m∑
j=1

xi,j ≥ di ∀i (2.2)

n∑
i=1

li ∗ xi,j ≤ Lj ∗ yj ∀j (2.3)

yj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j (2.4)

xi,j ≥ 0, integer ∀i,∀j (2.5)
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The variable of the model are:

yj = { 1 if the bin k is used, 0 otherwise }
xi,j ≥ 0 integer number of item i allocated in bin k

The objective is the minimization of the number of bin used.
The constraints concern about the respect of the demand of the item with
an established width (2) and the capacity of the bin used for the allocation
of the item (3).

The AMPL codi�cation to solve Kantorovich model to optimality can be:

1. param n;
2. param m;
3. set roll := 1..n; # di�erent roll
4. set item := 1..m; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. var x {i in item,k in roll} >= 0 integer; # item cut in roll k
8. var y {k in roll} >= 0 binary; # utilization of roll y
9. minimize numb : sum{k in roll } y[k] ;
10. subject to dem {i in item}: sum {k in roll} x[i,k] >= 1;
11. subject to cap {k in roll}: sum i in item w[i]*x[i,k] <=

W[k]*y[k];

This formulation can be very weak, Valerio de Carvalho and Vance report
that branch and bound algorithms based on this model failed to solve to
optimality some instances that could be tackled with stronger formulation.
To understand why is useful to describe the branch and bound algorithms
and how it work.
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2.1.1 Branch and bound and symmetries in
kantorovich model

The branch and bound algorithm is de�ned on the idea of exploring the
space of solution with exclusion of the not interesting one.
The original problem is decomposed (branch) in subproblems smaller and
easier to solve, the subproblems that cannot reach the optimal solution are
eliminated (bounding).

The branching must:
not exclude the optimal solution of the original problems, without this
condition the method could not grant the resolution to optimality.
not match subproblem with the original problem, to make the procedure
end in a �nite number of step otherwise it could create cycling iteration in
the algorithm.
To grant the branching accuracy, every subproblem is de�ned with the
original objective function and the union of the eligible region is coincident
with the original problem:
De�ned (P) the original problem and P 1, ...., P i the subproblem,
P = ∪iP i the method is applied recursively to the subproblem if they
remain hard to solve, all the node that are generated in that way form a
structure named enumeration tree.
For example if the problem has 3 variable with integer constraint, the
method can generate a tree putting the �rst variable to 1 for the �rst
subproblem and 0 for the second and iterate it for the other variable, the
number at last level of the structure of subsubproblem will be = 23 = 8.
In general the number of all the subproblem in an enumeration tree is
exponential.
The potential of this method is the possibility to cut the subproblem that
aren't interesting for the optimal solution, implicitly solving a large number
of subproblem depending in what level of the enumeration tree it is.
The process name is bounding, and it works with 2 elements: upper bound
and lower bound, with those two elements is possible to analyze the
subproblem generated and prune the problem that cannot improve the
current solution.
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The Kantorovich problem in the branch and bound algorithm in most cases
explore a large number of subproblem before the end and considering that
the tree is exponential it takes long time to �nd the optimal.
Following an example of what happens during the exploration of the tree.
Let's consider an instance with capacity of the bin L=12
and some item to pack with weight:
iz=8, iz+1=7, iz+2=5, iz+3=4
and the optimal solution is x = n+m and contain the pattern:

yn = 1 with yn ∗ L ≥ xn,z ∗ iz + xn,z+3 ∗ iz+3

as xn,1 = 0, ....., xn,z−1 = 0, xn,z = 1, xn,z+1 = 0, xn,z+2 = 0, xn,z+3 = 1
and
yn+m = 1 with yn+m ∗ L ≥ xn+m,z+1 ∗ iz+1 + xn+m,z+2 ∗ iz+2

as xn,1 = 0, ....., xn,z−1 = 0, xn,z = 0, xn,z+1 = 1, xn,z+2 = 1, xn,z+3 = 0

so in the optimal solution bin (n) is activated and completely �lled with
item of weight 8 and 4 since the capacity is 12, at the same way bin (n+m)
is �lled with item of weight 7 and 5.

Considering the optimal solution, it's easy to understand that permutation
of the two patterns don't change the optimal;

yn = 1 with yn ∗ L ≥ xn,z+1 ∗ iz+1 + xn,z+2 ∗ iz+2

as xn,1 = 0, ....., xn,z−1 = 0, xn,z = 0, xn,z+1 = 1, xn,z+2 = 1, xn,z+3 = 0
and
yn+m = 1 with yn+m ∗ L ≥ xn+m,z ∗ iz + xn+m,z+3 ∗ iz+3

as xn,1 = 0, ....., xn,z−1 = 0, xn,z = 1, xn,z+1 = 0, xn,z+2 = 0, xn,z+3 = 1

It can be concluded that all the permutation of activated pattern (yn = 1)
are equivalent optimal solution spreading all over the leaf of enumeration
tree generated on the branch and bound algorithm.
Since ziL ≤ x∗ ≤ ziL for each subproblem i, the node cannot be prune from
the tree and is explored until the last level, symmetries make ine�ective the
bounding and the algorithm, independently from the exploration strategy
adopted, execute a complete enumeration of the problem.
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2.2 Dyckho� model

The Dyckho� model uses a di�erent interpretation of the problem, in this
case the decision variable corresponds to a cutting operation done on a single
piece or roll, obtaining a roll with new width, so the roll is divided into two
smaller rolls and one of them should have the same width of an ordered size.
This operation can be performed on stock pieces or in roll already cut.
This interpretation is call Onecut model and the Dyckho� one is structured
as follows:
Initially are established 3 di�erent sets S, D and R:
In S there are the di�erent widths of the roll p ∈ {W1, ...,Wm} integer and
non negative.
In D are allocated the order widths requested q ∈ w1, ..., wn integer and non
negative, and D ∩ S = ∅.
Finally in R are released the residual roll obtained by the cut of p and not
shorter than the smaller order width.

The variables are:

zk = { 1 if the bin of size Wk is used, 0 otherwise
xp,q ≥ 0 integer With p ∈ S ∩R, q ∈ D, q < p

The last variable stands for the number of roll of width p divided in pieces
of width q and in other pieces of width p - q.
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The Dycko� model published in 1981 for 1-D CSP is:

min

K∑
k=1

Wk ∗ zk (2.6)

s.t. zk +
∑

p∈D,(p+q)⊂(S∪R)

y(p+q,p) ≥
∑

p∈D,p<q

yq,p ∀q ∈ S (2.7)

∑
p∈(S∪R),p>q

yp,q +
∑

j∈D,(j+q)∈(S∪R)

y(j+q,j) ≥
∑

i∈D,i<q

yq,i +Nq ∀q∈(D∪R)−S

(2.8)

yp,q ≥ 0, integer ∀(p ∈ (S ∪R), q ∈ D, q < p) (2.9)

zk ≤ Bk ∀k (2.10)

zk ≥ 0, integer ∀k (2.11)

The parameter Nq is the demand of item of size q and Bk is the number of
roll k with the same size.
The constraint (7) impose that the number of bin used with the same width
q plus the number of rolls cut in that width q has to be equal or more of
the number of the rolls cut from the with q, combined with (9) became a
capacity constraint where all of the number of rolls cut of one width are less
of the availability of them.
To obtain the relation in the modelling it became necessary the
introduction of q = Wk clause in (7)
While the demand constraint is obtained with (8), it concerns about the
number of roll cut to �ll the request of item, in fact the number of roll cut
to obtain q plus the number of roll of with p+q cut to obtain p has to be
more or equal the number of items q requested and the numbers of rolls of
width q cut. In this constraint Nq = 0 if q ∈ D else Nq = bi with q = wi.
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The AMPL codi�cation of Dyckho� model can be:

1. param n; # number of roll available
2. param m; # number of item needed
3. set roll := {1..n}; # di�erent roll
4. set item := {1..m}; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. param O {roll} default 1;
8. set S default {};
9. set D default {};
10. # if w[m] > w[1]
11. set R := {w[1]..(W[n]-w[1])};
12. # if w[1] > w[w]
13. #set R := {w[m]..(W[n]-w[m])};
14. set H := (D union R);
15. set A := (H di� S);
16. set B := (S union R);
17. set C := (D union R);
18. set I := (A di� D);
19. var x {k in roll} >= 0 integer; # utilization of roll
20. var y {p in B, q in A:q<p} >= 0 integer ; # piece of width q

obtained from piece of width p
21. minimize width: sum {k in 1..n} W[k]*x[k];
22. subject to cap {q in S,k in roll : q=W[k] }: x[k] + sum {p in

D:(p+q) in B} y[(p+q),p] >= sum {p in D: (p<q)} y[q,p];
23. subject to dem {q in A}: sum {p in B:p>q} y[p,q] + sum{j

in D:(j+q) in B} y[(j+q),j] >= sum {i in D:i<q} y[q,i] +
numberof q in ({i in item} w[i]);

24. subject to nroll {k in 1..n}: x[k] <= sum { i in roll :
W[k]=W[i]} O[i];

25. subject to Agg {p in B, q in I:q<p}: y[p,q] = 0;
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The model is for Cutting Stock Problem, for the bin packing it can be sim-
pli�ed as follow:

1. param n; # number of roll available
2. param m; # number of item needed
3. set roll := {1..n}; # di�erent roll
4. set item := {1..m}; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. param O {roll} default 1;
8. set S default {};
9. set D default {};
10. # if w[m] > w[1]
11. # set R := {w[1]..(W[n]-w[1])};
12. # if w[1] > w[m]
13. set R := {w[m]..(W[n]-w[m])};
14. set H := (D union R);
15. set A := (H di� S);
16. set B := (S union R);
17. set C := (D union R);
18. set I := (A di� D);
19. var x >= 0 integer; # utilization of roll
20. var y {p in B, q in A:q<p} >= 0 integer ; # piece of width q

obtained from piece of width p
21. minimize width: W[1]*x;
22. subject to cap {q in S : q=W[1] }: x + sum {p in D:(p+q)

in B} y[p+q,p] >= sum {p in D: (p<q)} y[q,p];
23. subject to dem {q in A}: sum {p in B:p>q} y[p,q] + sum{j

in D:(j+q) in B} y[j+q,j] >= sum i in D:i<q y[q,i] +
numberof q in ({i in item} w[i]);

24. subject to nroll : x <= n;
25. subject to Agg {p in B, q in I:q<p}: y[p,q] = 0;
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2.3 Arc Flow Formulation

In 1999 Valério de Carvalho presented a di�erent formulation of Cutting
stock problem using a graph representation of an arc �ow for a better com-
prehension of branch-and-price algorithm (see 2.36).
Given a di�erent number of bins grouped in K classes with parameter Wk

for the di�erent capacities and Bk for the number of bin in each class, in
symmetry with a set of item grouped in m classes with parameter wi for ca-
pacities and bi for the number of item in each class and both classes (bin and
item) are indexed in order of decreasing value of capacity and size obtaining
Wmax = maxkWk = W1.
Consider a graph G=(V,A) formulate with vertices V={0,1,...,Wmax} and
arcs A={(d,e): 0 ≤ d < e ≤ Wmax & e − d = wi ∀(1 ≤ i ≤ m)} with
that representation in the graph exits a directed arc if there is an item of the
size e-d and a directed arc between d and d+1 corresponding to unoccupied
portion of the bin, concluding the number of arcs is O(mWmax).
The activation of a bin with capacity wk is when exist a path between ver-
tices 0 and wk the length of arc represent the size of item packed.
the number of directed arc from wk to 0 are the bin k used, the number of
constraints in the model is O(mWmax +m+K).
With the previous de�ned variable the model has a lot of symmetry in the
optimal solution because there are many alternative solutions with same item
in each bin, to reduce the symmetry in the solution space and the size of the
model reducing number of arc in A, with the sort of the item in decreasing
value, the following criteria could be used for the reduction:

Criterion 1.
Consider two arc and two item with length wi1 and wi2 with wi1 ≥ wi2, an
arc designated by (d,d+wi2) should have its tail at a node d that is node 0
or is the head of another arc (d−wi1,d), in particular,if a bin has any loss it
must be last in the bin.

Criterion 2.
The variable corresponding to the arc, called xd,e fo arc (d,e), could be set
to zero for d < wn if is a loss arc variable xd,d+1.

Criterion 3.
Considering item i2 with wi2 the only valid arc for size wi2 could star from
d = 0, another arc of size wi1 or an arc with size swi2 with s = 0, 1, ..., bi2− 1
and d+ swi2 ≤ Wmax where bi2 is the demand of item i2

14



After applying the previous criteria, the remaining set of arcs can be denoted
with A'⊂ A.

For the mathematical formulation using the above consideration, adding the
decision variable xde as the arc and the item of size e − d, placed on distance
d from the beginning of the bin and zk the number of bin of size k used, seen
as a feedback arc x(Wk,0).
Minimizing the weight �ow, the model can be formulated as follows:

min

K∑
k=1

Wk ∗ zk (2.12)

s.t. −
∑

(d,e)∈A′

xde +
∑

(e,f)∈A′

xef =


∑K

k=1 zk if e = 0,

−zk for e = Wk, k = 1, ..., K,

0 otherwise,

(2.13)∑
(d,d+wi)∈A′

xd,d+wi
≥ bi, i = 1, ...,m, (2.14)

zk ≤ Bk, k = 1, ..., K, (2.15)

xde ≥ 0 integer ∀(d, e) ∈ A′ (2.16)

zk ≥ 0 integer k = 1, ..., K. (2.17)

The �ow conservation constraint (13) guarantees that the items are placed
at the border of after another item.
(14) is a demand constraint, it forces the model to satisfy the request of
item, while constraint (15) reduces the amount of feedback arc to not
exceed the number of bin of a certain length.
It is possible to understand from the �ow decomposition properties that the
model has �nite set of cycle and paths and every cycle corresponds to a bin
and the length of the arcs in the bin are the di�erent item packed.
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The AMPL codi�cation of the problem could be.

1. param n;
2. param m;
3. set roll := 1..n; # di�erent roll
4. set item := 1..m; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. param O {roll} default 1;
8. set A := {0..(W[n])};
9. set B := {1..(W[n]-1)};
10. var x {i in A,k in A,i<k} >= 0 integer;
11. var y >= 0 integer;
12. minimize numb : y ;
13. subject to me0 : - sum {d in A} x[d,0] + sum {f in A:(0<f)}

x[0,f] = y;
14. subject to mew : - sum {d in A:(d < W[n])} x[d,W[n]] +

sum {f in A:(W[n] < f)} x[W[n],f ] = - y;
15. subject to mew2 {e in B } :- sum {d in A:(d < e)} x[d,e] +

sum {f in A:(e < f)} x[e,f ] = 0;
16. subject to qb {i in item}: sum {d in A:(d+w[i]) in A}

x[d,d+w[i]] >= numberof w[i] in ({q in item} w[q]);
17. subject to nroll : y <= n ;
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2.4 Column generation on CSP and BPP

2.4.1 Dantzig Wolfe decomposition on Kantorovich for-
mulation

The Dantzing-Wolfe decomposition is a tool used to obtain stronger (LP)
relaxation from the reformulation of model for integer and combinatorial
optimization. Normally the LP relaxation of a model resulting from the
drop of the integrality constraints is very weak, a stronger model is
obtained by restricting the set of point.
From a compact formulation.

z∗ =min cTx (2.18)

s.t. Ax ≥ b (2.19)

Dx ≥ f (2.20)

with:
A(m1 x n)
D(m2 x n)
and
Q(D, f) = x ∈ Rn|Dx ≥ f
Q(D, f) is a non-empty polytope

Theorem 3 (Weyl-Minkowski, 1936). :
Let P be a non-empty polyhedron with at least one extreme point.
Then
P = conv(ext(P )) + rec(P )
A point x belongs to Q(D, f) if and only if it can be written as a convex
combination of the extreme points {v1, ..., vq} of Q(D, f) :
Q(D, f) 3 x =

∑
i λiVi with

∑
i λi = 1 and λi ≥ 0

Using the theorem and substituting for x =
∑

i λiVi in the compact
formulation it could be obtained the extensive formulation:
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z∗DW = min

q∑
i=1

(cTvi)λi (2.21)

s.t.

q∑
i=1

(Avi)λi ≥ b (2.22)

q∑
i=1

λi = 1 (2.23)

λi ≥ 0 1 ≤ i ≤ q (2.24)

Compact and Extensive formulation have the same optimal value
z∗DW = z∗ and the extensive formulation has fewer constraints (m1 + 1)
but a huge number of variable (

(
n
m2

)
).

Adding to the compact formulation (2.18) the constaint x ∈ Zn and the
new polytope is X = Q(D, f) ∩ Zn.
the space X = Q(D, f) ∩ Zn = conv(X) ∩ Zn result in a Convexi�cation of
the area and the model can be written as:

z∗c =min cTx (2.25)

s.t. Ax ≥ b (2.26)

x ∈ conv(X) (2.27)

x ∈ Zn (2.28)

Probably the space conv(X) ⊂ Q(D, f) resulting in a continuous relaxation
stronger than the one from the original model.
De�ned another theorem:

Theorem 4 (Nemhauser-Wolsey, 1988). :
X is generated by a �nite number of integer points {p1, ..., pq} of X
X 3 x =

∑
i λipi with

∑
i λi = 1 and λi ∈ {0, 1}

It could be de�ned another reformulation that consists in the Discretization
of the polytope, the di�erence between the two method is:
Convexi�cation: it consider the integer vertex of the area de�ned as v,
X 3 x =

∑
i λivi with

∑
i λi = 1 and λi ∈ [0,1]
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the branching must be performed on the original variable x
Discretization: it considers the integer inner point of the area de�ned as p,
X 3 x =

∑
i λipi with

∑
i λi = 1 and λi ∈ {0,1}

the branching can be performed on the binary variable λ.

In the end the two methods are equivalent if the original variable are
binaries and the set of integer point of Conv(X) corresponds to the set of
extreme points.

The discretization is used on the Kantorovich model to obtain the Vance
formulation where Gilmore Gomory introduced the column generation, the
passage are the following:
from the Kantorovich model (4.13), Each of the m polyhedra corresponding
to the pattern feasibility constraints is discretized:

Xj = {p ∈ Nn|
∑n

i=1 lipi ≤ L} j = 1, ...,m

and the pattern x from the discretization became:

xij =

qj∑
k=1

pjkλ
j
k (2.29)

qj∑
k=1

λjk = 1 (2.30)

λjk ∈ {0, 1} (2.31)

where qj = |Xj|

The discretized complete model is:
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z∗D =min
m∑
j=1

qj∑
k=1

λjk (2.32)

m∑
j=1

qj∑
k=1

λjk(pjk)i ≥ di 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2.33)

qj∑
k=1

λjk = 1 1 ≤ j ≤ m (2.34)

λjk ∈ {0, 1} (2.35)

Considering that X1 =, ...,= Xm = X
hence p1k =, ...,= pmk = pk and q1 =, ...,= qm = q∑qj

k=1 λ
j
k could be replaced with λk ≥ 0, integer and∑qj

k=1 λ
j
k = 1 1 ≤ j ≤ m correspond to the sum

∑m
j=1

∑qj
k=1 λ

j
k = m

applying those replacement is obtained the Gilmore Gomory model:

z∗D =min

q∑
k=1

λk (2.36)

q∑
k=1

λk(pk)i ≥ di 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2.37)

q∑
k=1

λk = m (2.38)

λk ≥ 0, integer 1 ≤ k ≤ q (2.39)

2.4.2 Column generation on Gilmore Gomory

The enumeration of all pattern of all combination of items that can �t into a
bin can be described with a set covering formulation, using p to de�ne both
pattern and index, and the set of patterns and the set of indices with P.
For the cutting stock problem, an integer array (a1p, a2p, ...., amp) could
describe a pattern p, the element ajp is the number of copies of item j
contained in pattern p, ajp ≥ 0 is integer and

∑m
j=1 ajpwj ≤ c.

With an integer variable yp that gives, for each p ∈ P, the number of time
the pattern p is used, we can describe the CSP in a set covering formulation:
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min
∑
p∈P

yp (2.40)

s.t.
∑
p∈P

ajpyp ≥ dj ∀j (2.41)

yp ≥ 0, integer (2.42)

Similar at the last formulation obtained at the previous section (2.36)
From the model it could be seen that the �rst constraint ful�lls the demand
requests and makes the subset of pattern contain at least dj copies of item j.
For the BPP the problem can be simpli�ed as following, the element of the
array ajp is 1 if contained in pattern p, ajp ≥ 0 is binary, yp ∈ {0, 1} and∑m

j=1 ajpyp ≥ 1.
the number of the patterns is exponential to the numbers of items so it
could create an enumeration of all pattern returning to an increment of the
solving time, in this case column generation techniques are adopted.
For the CSP basic technique is the de�nition of a continuous relaxation by
removing the integrality constraint and initialize it with a feasible solution
provided by the reduced set of patterns P' ⊆ P.
The resulting problem called Resticted Master Problem (RMP) is:

min
∑
p∈P ′

yp (2.43)

s.t.
∑
p∈P ′

ajpyp ≥ dj (j = 1, ....,m) (2.44)

yp ≥ 0 (p ∈ P ′) (2.45)

Solved the RMP, let's consider πj the dual variable of the jth constraint, it
could be �nd a reduction of the objective function value for a column p /∈
P' solving the reduced costs cp = 1−

∑m
j=1 ajpπj (p /∈ P ′).

Solving an unbonded knapsack problem, in witch the dual variable πj is the
pro�ts, could determine the column with the most negative reduced cost.
the problem is the following:
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max
m∑
j=1

πjvj (2.46)

s.t.
m∑
j=1

wjvj ≤ c (2.47)

vj ≥ 0 integer (j = 1, ....,m) (2.48)

If the solution has value greater than 1, the column can be added to the
RMP. Iterating the process provides the optimal solution of the continuous
relaxation of the set covering formulation.
A pattern could contain more than dj copies of an item j, imposing the
constraint ajp ≤ dj ∀j it could be obtained a formulation that consists of a
bounded knapsack de�ned by (2.46) and vj ≤ dj, the result provided by the
model is a stronger lower bound since the numbers of feasible pattern
becomes smaller.
Set Partitioning can be a di�erent formulation for an alternative column
generation, from the de�nition of partitioning the sign'=' replace '≥'.
To accelerate the column generation Valèrio de Carvalho proposed dual
cuts, adding in the RMP some "extra" columns �nds in a fast way
accelerating the convergence to the continuous optimal solution reducing
the number of standard columns generated by the slave problem.

2.4.3 Branch( and cut) and price

At the end of the column generation method the solution obtained can be
fractional, the last step is the searching for a feasible integer solution, the
direct solution of the master problem with the generation of all possible pat-
terns could be an option only for small instances, other, non exact, method
use rounding heuristics but the e�ciency depends on the instances.
A better approach could be the using of lower bound from the column gener-
ation LLP into the enumeration tree obtaining a branch and price algorithm.
The problem of this approach is that the decision taken during the enumer-
ation should be collected to exclude some redundances and avoid generation
of columns, already excluded in branch decision, in the master and slave
problem.
In the literature were proposed di�erent methods, in this section are reviewed
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the principal.
Vance,Barnhart, Johnson and Nemhauser proposed the �rst B&P for BPP
in 1994, and it works at every decision node, where the algorithm considers
the bins in which the decision variable yp is fractional and select the items
fractionally packed with largest total weight.
In 1995 Scheithauer and Terno works on the CSP with an hybrid strategy:
they �rst reduce the instance solving the continuous relaxation rounded down
obtaining a partial integer and residual instance and the last are attacked by
heuristic algorithm.
Years later Vance gets the set covering model applying the Dantzing-wolfe
decomposition, discussed in previous section (2.4.1), implementing tailored
brancing rules.
In 1999 Valério de Carvalho proposed a di�erent column generation approach
based on the arc �ow formulation (2.3), the slave in this speci�cally case is
a longest path in acyclic directed graph.
In the same year Vanderbeck introduces an algorythm that branch in a set
of columns, thus adding a constraint in the master problem imposing that
the sum s of the variable associated with such set are either not smaller than
dse or not grater than bsc. The convergence of the algorithm is improved by
cut generation at the decision node, the method is called Branch-and-cut-
and-price algorithm.
Other study are applied after the develop of the algorithm, about 600 papers
between 1995 and 2004, at the state of the art the most e�cient algorithm
produced is from Scheithauer, Terno, Muller and Belov that solve CSP with
the use of cutting plane generation.
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Chapter 3

Experimental evaluation on exact
model

3.1 Heuristic Upper Bound or Primal Bound

To improve the solution of the problem can be used some bound, the upper or
primal bound reduce the number of roll used and applied on data reduce the
number of variable generated by Kantorovich model, the simplest algorithm
that can be applied is The First-Fit algorithm, for each item of the problem it
attempts to place the object in the �rst bin that can accommodate it. It was
established that the number of bin �nd with the algorithm is no more than
twice of the optimal number. The Firs-Fit Decreasing is an improvement of
the Firs-Fit just with the introduction of a decreasing order in the width of
item.
A better upper bound than the previously found is provided by the Modi�ed
�rst-�t decreasing, the �rst operation done by the algorithm is classifying
the item in 4 set : Large (w > 1/2 W), Medium (1/2 W > w > 1/3 W),
Small (1/3 W > w >1/6 W), Tiny ( 1/6 W > w). After the classi�cation
the algorithm proceed as it follow:

1. Is used 1 bin for each large item.

2. For every bin used, in forward direction, if the smallest medium item
�t, place the largest medium that �t otherwise skip the bin.

3. For every bin used with no medium item inside, in backward direction,
if the two smallest remaining small item �t, place the smallest and the
largest small item that �t otherwise skip the bin.
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4. For every bin used, in forward direction, if the smallest item �t, place
the largest item that �t and stay otherwise skip the bin.

5. Use the FFD to pack the remaining item.

It was established that the number of bin �nd with the MFFD algorithm is:
MFFD > 71/60 OBJ+1

3.2 Heuristic Lower Bound or Dual Bound

The evaluation of an heuristic lower bound is provided from the study of
Martello and Toth they provide a lower bound for the problem and it is
proved that the worst case performance ration of the bound obtained is
R(LBmt) = 2/3 from the optima solution and can be obtained in a
polynomial amount of time O(n).
follow the calculation of a weaker bound(LBw) and the Martello and Toth
bound (LBmt):

Weak lower bound:

Considered a positive integer C bigger than any item size si ≤ C ∀i = 1..n
the �rst bound is:

LBw =

⌈
n∑

i=1

si/C

⌉
(3.1)

This bound is proved to have a ratio of R(LBw) = 1/2

The Martello and Torh Bound is obtained as follow:

Considered an integer K, 0 ≤ K ≤ 1/2C and de�ned 3 set of item where:

N1 = i ∈ I : si > C −K
N2 = i ∈ I : C −K ≥ si > 1/2C

N3 = i ∈ I : 1/2C ≥ si ≥ K
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then

LBmt = |N1|+ |N2|+max

(
0,

⌈∑
i∈N3 si − (|N2|C −

∑
i∈N2 si)

C

⌉)
(3.2)

that is a valid lower bound for the problem.

3.3 Code in C++ for the bounds

The following code was written using the C++ language, the FFD method
and the lower bound alghorithm of the previous section:

#inc l ude <iostream>
#inc l ude <fstream>
#inc l ude <time . h>
#inc l ude <s t d l i b . h>
#inc l ude "complex . h"
#inc l ude <s t r i ng >
#inc l ude <math . h>
us ing namespace std ;

i n t l e g g i _ f i l e ( double data [ ] , i n t max)
{

i n t num = 0 ;
i f s t r e am f ( " Fi l e - i s t a n c e . dat" ) ;

while (num < max)
{

f >> data [num ] ;
i f ( f . e o f ( ) )

break ;
i f ( data [num]==0)
break ;

num++;
}
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return num;
}

void binPacking ( i n t ∗a , i n t size , i n t n)
{

i n t binCount = 0 ;
i n t binValues [ n ] ;
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)

binValues [ i ] = s ize ;

for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)
for ( i n t j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
{

i f ( binValues [ j ] - a [ i ] >= 0)
{

binValues [ j ] -= a [ i ] ;
break ;

}
}

for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)
i f ( binValues [ i ] != s ize )

binCount++;

cout << "Primary bound :  "
<< binCount ;

}

i n t ∗ sort ( i n t ∗ sequence , i n t n)
{

// Bubble Sort descending order
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)

for ( i n t j = 0 ; j < n - 1 ; j++)
i f ( sequence [ j ] < sequence [ j + 1 ] )
{

sequence [ j ] = sequence [ j ] + sequence [ j + 1 ] ;
sequence [ j + 1 ] = sequence [ j ] - sequence [ j + 1 ] ;
sequence [ j ] = sequence [ j ] - sequence [ j + 1 ] ;

}
return sequence ;

}
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i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗ argv )
{

double data [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
i n t num = l e g g i_ f i l e ( data , 100000) ;

i n t n ;
i n t m;
i n t a [ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
double w[ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
i n t s ize ;
i n t c = 3 ;
i n t W;
i n t sum1 = 0 ;

m = data [ 0 ] ;
n = data [ 0 ] ;
s ize = data [ 3 + 2∗n ] ;
W = data [ 3 + 2∗n ] ;
for ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i++ )
{

a [ i ] = data [ c ] ;
w[ i ] = data [ c ] ;
c = c + 2 ;
sum1 = sum1 + w[ i ] ;

}

f l o a t N1 = 0 ;
f l o a t LB = 0 ;
f l o a t L2 = 0 ;
f l o a t in3 = 0 ;
f l o a t in2 = 0 ;
f l o a t sumN2 = 0 ;
f l o a t sumN3 = 0 ;
f l o a t LB1 = 0 ;

LB1 = ce i l ( sum1/W) ;
cout << "dual  bound weak :  " << LB1 << endl ;

for ( i n t K = (W/2 ) ; K > 0 ; K- - )
{

N1 = 0 ;
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L2 = 0 ;
in3 = 0 ;
in2 = 0 ;
sumN2 = 0 ;
sumN3 = 0 ;
for ( i n t i 1 = 0 ; i 1 < m + 1 ; i 1++)
{

i f (w[ i 1 ] > (W-K) )
{

N1 = N1 + 1 ;
}

else
{
i f (w[ i 1 ] > (W/2))
{

in2 = in2 + 1 ;
sumN2=sumN2 + w[ i 1 ] ;

}
else
{
i f (w[ i 1 ]>= K)

{
in3 = in3 + 1 ;
sumN3=sumN3 + w[ i 1 ] ;
}

}
}

}
i f ( ( sumN3 - in2 ∗W + sumN2)/W > 0)

L2=N1+in2+ce i l ( ( sumN3 - in2 ∗W + sumN2)/W) ;

else

L2=N1+in2 ;

i f (L2 > LB)
LB = L2 ;
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}
cout << "Dual Bound :  " << LB << endl ;

i n t ∗ sequence = sort ( a , n ) ;
binPacking ( sequence , size , n ) ;

}
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3.4 Solution of benchmark instances

For a �rst comparison of the exact model could be used the number of
variable and constraints generated and the time to obtain the solution of a
speci�c set of object.
Following some solution about di�erent instances with increasing number of
item for 1-D bin packing problem.

Figure 3.1: Di�erent time to solve on di�erent model
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Figure 3.2: Time to solve confrontation
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3.4.1 Analysis of the results obtained

The �rst analysis was about the number of variable and constraints generated
by cplex. In Kantorovich model the N◦ of variable is exactly (n*m+m)
where n is the number of item and m is the number of roll available while
the constraints are (n+m), so using an heuristic for the reduction of roll
available could decrease the structure of the model. In Dycko� model the
variable and the constraints are related to the maximum roll width, they
are respectively O(m*Wmax) and O(K + Wmax),as a mix of the previous
two models the arc �ow generate a �xed number of constraint and variable
that depends, like Dycko� model, on the Wmax of the bin, the number of
variable are ((Wmax2+Wmax)/2) and the constraints (n+Wmax), whereas
the number of item and the number of roll are the same on problem it can
be obtained the following graph:

Figure 3.3: Graph N◦variable - Wmax
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To �nd the intersection point with a �xed m and n,
n ∗m+m = m ∗Wmax => (n ∗m+m)/m = Wmax => n+ 1 = Wmax
In fact with 500 items and 150 Wmax Nv(Dyck) < Nv(Kant).
with 200 items and 1000 Wmax Nv(Dyck) > Nv(kant).
At the same situation is the growth of the variable in the Arc Flow model,
it only depends on the parameter Wmax but it is exponential on the value
so the break even with the kantorovich number of variable is with a lower
value than the Dycko� one.
Another important analysis was about the solutions found, The
Kantorovich model from a small number of item have di�cult to �nd the
solution because start to explore the tree and the structure have a large
number of symmetries, for Dycko� model a �rst consideration is that the
di�cult of solve a set of instances is related at the number of di�erent item
and the maximum width of the roll, problem with a small number of
di�erent item and a small maximum weight is simpler to solve than a
problem with every item di�erent and bigger maximum weight, the number
of item doesn't seems have an impact in the solution.
At the same level the Arc �ow Model have huge resolution problem for
instances with an hight Wmax, and the explanation is on the exponentially
number of variable depending on the weight of bill factor but until a certain
level where the solver start to have di�culty to compute the variable it
takes the same amount of time of the Dycko� model even the di�erences on
the variable number.
In some case the Dycko� model provides an optimum in short while, but in
another case for the same number of item and Wmax it starts to enumerate
all the node of branch and bound tree, that could depends on the small
number of possible solution compared with the high number of variable.
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3.4.2 Dycko� Hard istances

For the analysis of the Hard instances of the Dycko� model were plotted
the histograms and were calculated averages and standard deviations.
The �rst comparison is between the instance "Nirup04" and "Nirup05, the
�rst is Hard to solve.

Figure 3.4: Di�erent distribution nirup04-nirup05

Following other graphics for di�erent instances:

Figure 3.5: Hard to solve.
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Figure 3.6: Easy to solve.

The di�erence of distribution didn't give evidence of di�erence between
easy and hard instances and this was con�rmed by a second analysis about
problem with the same number of item (200):

N◦Item Dev Avg Di�

Hard 20 198,6 365 Easy
Hard 23 198,8 374,9 Medium
Hard 21 200 360 Hard
Hard 19 200,5 379,9 Easy
Hard 22 213,5 355 Hard
Hard 24 224,5 414,6 Hard
Hard 25 224,8 399,6 Easy
Hard 27 225,9 414,2 Easy
Hard 26 229,5 399,8 Medium
Hard 20 238,3 404,1 Easy
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Chapter 4

From integer to continuous model

For the evaluation of the e�ciency of continuous model, the �rst step is the
de�nition of the strategies to obtain the model:
The easiest way to have the conversion is start from a binary model; since
the Kantorovich model start from binary variable the method is applied only
on Dyckho� and Arc Flow model.

4.1 binarization of the models

The challenge in this part of the study is to not change the model in the
structure and have the same optimal results of the mixed integer model.
The rule applied on the two models considered is the same for both but have
di�erent meaning in term of the structure obtained:

In the Dyckho� model the binarization is achieved adding a parameter to
the variable representing the piece of width q obtained from piece of width
p, becoming yq,p,k meaning that piece is obtained from roll k, since it's im-
possible to cut 2 piece of the same length in a roll the the variable could be
used as binary.
The model is the following:
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min
K∑
k=1

Wk ∗ zk (4.1)

s.t. zk +
∑

p∈D,(p+q)⊂(S∪R)

y(p+q,p,k) ≥
∑

p∈D,p<q

yq,p,k ∀q ∈ S ∀k (4.2)

K∑
k=1

∑
p∈(S∪R),p>q

yp,q,k +
K∑
k=1

∑
j∈D,(j+q)∈(S∪R)

yj+q,j,k ≥

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈D,i<q

yq,i,k +Nq ∀q∈(D∪R)−S (4.3)

zk ≥ zk+1, k := 1..n− 1 (4.4)

yp,q,k ≥ 0, binary ∀(p ∈ (S ∪R), q ∈ D, q < p) ∀k (4.5)

zk ≥ 0, binary ∀k (4.6)

The constraint (4.4) is added for the symmetry that can be generated from
the model choosing witch bin should be activated.
Displaing the variable y at the resolution of the model is easy to see the
structure of the solution and the cut pattern to use to achieve the optimal
result: the variable is composed by a k number of matrix and every matrix
have the composition of a cutting pattern.
In a speci�c case with size of binW = 20,size of generic item
ix = 8, ix+1 = 7, ix+2 = 5
there will be a matrix with parameter k=a with the variable
x8,20,a = 1, x7,12,a = 1, x5,5,a = 1 and 0 in the others.

In a similar way the Arc �ow binary model is obtained adding a parameter
k to the variable x meaning that every bin represent a �ow from 0 to the
weight of the bin, from the structure and the �ow model it's impossible to
violate the �ow and with a parameter to represent every �ow it could be
generated the value of variable must be binary.
The model is the following:
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min

K∑
k=1

Wk ∗ zk (4.7)

s.t. −
K∑
k=1

∑
(d,e)∈A′

xd,e,k +
K∑
k=1

∑
(e,f)∈A′

xe,f,k =


∑K

k=1 zk if e = 0,∑K
k=1−zk if e = Wk,

0 otherwise,

(4.8)
K∑
k=1

∑
(d,d+wi)∈A′

xd,d+wi,k ≥ bi, i = 1, ...,m, (4.9)

zk ≤ n, k = 1, ..., K, (4.10)

xd,e,k ≥ 0 binary ∀(d, e) ∈ A′ ∀k (4.11)

zk ≥ 0 binary k = 1, ..., K. (4.12)

Displaing the variable x at the resolution of the model is easy to see the
structure of the solution and the �ow used to achieve the optimal result:
the variable is composed by a k number of matrix and every matrix
represent a �ow from 0 to the length of the bin.
In a speci�c case with size of binW = 20,size of generic item
ix = 8, ix+1 = 7, ix+2 = 5
there will be a matrix with parameter k=a with the variable
x0,8,a = 1, x8,15,a = 1, x15,20,a = 1 and 0 in the others.

4.1.1 experimental on binary models

For the passage to the non linear model is important to check if the binary
model work and if it give an optimal solution even if the number of variable
increase in an exponential way.
Follow computational experiment on the model:
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Figure 4.1:
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Figure 4.2:
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Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.4:
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Figure 4.5:

The results show how the time to solve the problem change, even if the
number of variable explode in the binary formulation the time remain
stable under the 100 second to obtain the optimal value, in the set of
instances tested every instance solved by the lecture model is solved even
by the binary formulation, that's is important for the continue of research
because change in the solution time could have a big impact to the
resolution of the non linear formulation.

4.2 Continuous Non-linear model

The compact models obtained presents only binary variable and the resolu-
tion of big instances result hard to obtain, in order to explore the solution
and obtaining a continuous model it is proposed the linearization of model
through the use of quadratic constraints for the bin-packing model. The re-
sulting linearization for the Kantorovich model is:
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min
m∑
j=1

yj (4.13)

s.t.
m∑
j=1

xi,j ≥ di ∀i (4.14)

n∑
i=1

li ∗ xi,j ≤ Lj ∗ yj ∀j (4.15)

y2j = yj ∀k (4.16)

x2i,j = xi,j ∀i, k (4.17)

yj ≥ 0 ∀j (4.18)

xi,j ≥ 0 ∀i,∀j (4.19)

The models presents non linear constraints for the representation of
integrality clause, the only way known for this substitution is the use of
y2k = yk quadratic equation. From the literature it is speci�ed that this
quadratic equation is non-convex and the problem become a QCNCP
(Quadratic-Constrained Non Convex Programming ) problem. since integer
programming is NP-Hard, the problem remains as NP-Hard.

following the AMPL codi�cation of the models after the binarization and
the linearization:

Kantorovich Non linear model:

1. param n;
2. param m;
3. set roll := {1..n}; # di�erent roll
4. set item := {1..m}; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. var x {i in item,k in roll} >= 0 ; # item cut in roll k
8. var y {k in roll} >= 0 ; # utilization of roll y/n
9. minimize numb : sum{k in roll } y[k] ;
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10. subject to dem {i in item}: sum {k in roll} x[i,k] >= 1;
11. subject to cap {k in roll}: sum {i in item} w[i]*x[i,k] <=

W[k]*y[k];
12. subject to NL1 {k in roll}: y[k] = y[k]2;
13. subject to NL2 {i in item,k in roll}: x[i,k] = x[i,k]2;

Dyckho� Non linear model:

1. param n; # number of roll available
2. param m; # number of item needed
3. set roll := {1..n}; # di�erent roll
4. set item := {1..m}; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. param G {roll} > 0;
8. param O {roll} default 1;
9. param N {1..w[m]} >= 0;
10. set S default {};
11. set D default {};
12. set R := {w[m]..(W[n]-w[m])};
13. set H := (D union R);
14. set A := (H di� S);
15. set B := (S union R);
16. set C := (D union R);
17. set I := (A di� D);
18. var x {k in roll}>= 0; # utilization of roll
19. var y {p in B, q in A,k in roll:q<p} >= 0; # piece of width

q obtained from piece of width p in roll k
20. minimize width: sum {k in roll} x[k];
21. subject to cap {k in roll, q in S : q=W[1] }: x[k] + sum {p in

D:(p+q) in B} y[p+q,p,k] >= sum {p in D: (p<q)} y[q,p,k];
22. subject to dem {q in A}: sum {k in roll, p in B:p>q} y[p,q,k]

+ sum{k in roll, j in D:(j+q) in B} y[j+q,j,k] >= sum {k in
roll, i in D:i<q} y[q,i,k] + numberof q in ({i in item} w[i]);

23. subject to nroll : sum {k in roll} x[k] <= n;
24. subject to Agg {p in B, q in I,k in roll:q<p}: y[p,q,k] = 0;
25. subject to sym {k in 1..(n-1)} : x[k] >= x[k+1];
26. subject to NL1 {k in roll}: x[k] = x[k]2;
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27. subject to NL2 {p in B, q in A,k in roll:q<p}: y[p,q,k] =
y[p,q,k]2;

Arc Flow Non linear model:

1. param n; # number of roll available
2. param m;
3. set roll := {1..n}; # di�erent roll
4. set item := {1..m}; # item to obtain
5. param w {item} > 0; # leght of item i
6. param W {roll} > 0; # leght of roll k
7. set A := {0..(W[n])};
8. set B := {1..(W[n]-1)};
9. var x {i in A,k in A,j in roll:i<k} >= 0 binary;
10. var y {k in roll}>= 0 binary; # utiliyation of roll y
11. minimize numb :sum {k in roll} y[k] ;
12. subject to me0 : sum {k in roll} sum {f in A:(0<f)} x[0,f,k]

= sum {k in roll} y[k];
13. subject to mew : sum {k in roll} sum {d in A:(d<W[1])}

x[d,W[1],k] = sum {k in roll} y[k];
14. subject to mew2 e in B : sum {k in roll} sum {d in A:(d<e)}

x[d,e,k] - sum {k in roll} sum {f in A:(e<f)} x[e,f,k] = 0;
15. subject to qb {i in item}: sum {k in roll} sum {d in

A:(d+w[i]) in A} x[d,d+w[i],k] >= numberof w[i] in ({q in
item} w[q]);

16. subject to nroll : sum {k in roll} y[k] <= n ;
17. subject to NL1 {i in A,k in A,j in roll:i<k}: x[i,k,j] =

x[i,k,j]2;
18. subject to NL2 {k in roll}: y[k] = y[k]2;
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Chapter 5

Non linear solver

For testing the non linear formulation could be used di�erent type of solver,
the one tested during the computational experiment are the following:

IPOPT: is a software used for large-scale nonlinear optimization which
implements an algorithm of primal-dual internal points, uses a search
method of �lter lines to ensure global convergence.

CONOPT: is a solver for non-linear programming models with non-linear
constraints. It is based on the GRG algorithm (generalized reduced
gradient) and is a quick way to �nd an initial workable solution for
problems with a few degrees of freedom. Conopt deletes the intermediate
variables used to de�ne the terms of the objective function by moving the
constraints to the objective function.

Filter: implements a sequential quadratic scheduling solution for large
non-linear problems with a discrete number of degrees of freedom.
Implements a SQP trust-region algorithm with a �lter to foster global
convergence. A new step is accepted whenever the target or constraints on
the �lter are better.

Lancelot: is used for large, nonlinear problems. The basic algorithm
combines the objective function and all the most complex constraints into
simple limitations on variables in an augmented Lagrangian function. The
function is approximately minimized within the region de�ned by the
simple bounds.

LOQO: is based on an infeasible primal-dual interior-point method and
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solves both convex and non-convex optimization problems. If de�nition
functions are smooth, loqo can handle problems: linear and non-linear,
convex or non-convex, bound or unconstrained. For the convex, it �nds a
global optimal solution, otherwise it would be interested from the point of
departure speci�ed to �nd a local optimal solution.

MINOS is designed to solve "smooth" nonlinear programming (NLP)
problems. Smooth nonlinear functions can be accommodated in both the
objective and the constraints; nonlinear equation systems may also be
solved by omitting an objective. Minos is suitable for problems with large
constraints with a linear or non-linear objective function and a combination
of linear and non-linear constraints. It's more e�cient if constraints are
linear and there are not too many degrees of freedom. For non-linear lens
functions and linear constraints, it uses a low gradient algorithm.

SNOPT: is a solver for non-linear optimization problems. It is suitable for
large-scale linear and quadratic programming, linear limited optimization,
and non-linear general programs. SNOPT locates best-of-breed solutions
and implements a sequential square programming algorithm (SQP).
Research directions are derived from quadratic programming subproblems
that minimize a quadratic model of the Lagrangian function subject to
linearized constraints. In order to ensure convergence from any starting
point, an increased Lagrangian merit function is reduced along each
research direction. It is particularly e�ective for non-linear programs whose
functions and gradations are expensive to evaluate. Functions must be
smooth but must not be convex.

Knitro: o�ers solution of:

1. general (convex or nonconvex) nonlinear problems (NLP),
2. linear problems (LP),
3. convex or nonconvex quadratic problems (QP/QCQP/SOCP),
4. linear or nonlinear least-squares problems,
5. mathematical programs with complementarity constraints (MPEC),
6. mixed-integer nonlinear problems (MIP/MINLP),
7. derivative-free optimization problems.

Key features of Knitro include:
(i) a large set of well-documented user options;
(ii) (parallel) multi-start for global optimization;
(iii) derivatives approximation and checker;
(iv) internal presolver.
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BARON: is a computational system for solving non-convex optimization
problems in global optimization.
Can solve simple nonlinear problems, simple integers and with combined
integers. Its name derives from the combination of constraint propagation,
interval analysis and duality in arsenal reduction with advanced branch and
bound concepts as it allows to overcome the lower and upper peak points of
complex optimization problems in search of global solutions.

COUENNE: a global optimizator widely described in the next section.

5.1 how COUENNE works

COUENNE is an open source global optimizator that allows to �nd global
optimum solution for non linear problems even if they are non-convex. It
was developed by IBM in collaboration Carnegie Mellon University and in
particular, among the developers, are quoted Pietro Belotti and Leo Liberti.
In the solving process, couenne act in 4 fundamental steps:

1. Reformulation and linearization;

2. Branching;

3. Heuristic to �nd feasible solution;

4. bound reduction;

For the exploration of nodes it is used the Spatial Branch-and-Bound method
that creates a hierarchy of nodes represented by a binary tree, in the creation
of subproblem the solver follows 4 essential steps:

• computation of lower bound of the subproblem;

• computation of upper bound or feasible solution;

• branching to partition to new subproblem;

• bounds tightening to reduce the feasible space;

In the following section, are proposed the COUENNE procedures in general.
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5.1.1 Reformulation

The �rst step for the COUENNE solution is the reformulation and it
consists in the introduction of auxiliary variables for the factorization of the
function of model, in general:

min f(x) min xn+q

s.t gj(x) ≤ 0 ∀j ∈M s.t xi = ϑi(x) ∀i ∈ Q ⊆ N

xli ≤ xi ≤ xui ∀i ∈ N0 ⇐⇒ xli ≤ xi ≤ xui ∀i ∈ N
xi ∈ Z ∀i ∈ N I

0 ⊆ N0 xi ∈ Z ∀i ∈ NI ⊆ N

Where ϑi(x) contains all of the auxiliary variable associate with operators
Θ = {sum,product,quotient,ecc} for the factorization of the function. The
reformulation is carried out to create a simple structure than the original
one with more variable and nonlinear constraints

In the case of the Kantorovich model, the reformulation increases the
number of variables and decreases the number of constraints, the
reformulation is the follow:

min w1 (5.1)

s.t wi = 0 ∀ 1 < i ≤ n ∗m+ n (5.2)

variable:

xi,j ∈ (0, 1) ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ n ∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ m (5.3)

w(n∗m+n)+j ≥
∑
i

(xi,j ∗
wi

W
) ∀j (5.4)

w1 =
n∑

j=1

w(n∗m+n)+j (5.5)

wk=(n∗i+j) = xi,j − x2i,j ∀i, j (5.6)
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From this reformulation it can be easily obtained the number of new
constraint and variable for every instance of the problem.
in speci�c:
if n is the number of bin usable and m is the number of objects, the number
of new variable will be:
Nnv = 2 ∗ (n ∗m+ n) + n+m−m+ (mxn) + 1
Nnv = 3 ∗ (n ∗m) + 3 ∗ n+ 1
while the number of new constraints is the same of the old variable that it
is Nv = (n ∗m+ n) for Kantorovich non-reformulated model.
The option to display the reformulation is 'problem_print_level 7'.

Following is proposed the output of the solver for an instance of 4 bin and
10 objects:

Problem size before reformulation: 44 variables (0 integer), 58 constraints.
Problem size after reformulation: 133 variables (0 integer), 44 constraints.

5.1.2 Linearization

The �rst step that COUENNE realizes, consists on the reformulation and
linearization of the problem to obtain its linear relaxation. In fact, through
the formulation of a linear relaxation of a problem, any admissible solution
of the starting problem P0 is also an admissible solution of its linear
relaxation LP0, on the other hand an optimal solution x of the latter
represents a lower bound valid for the optimum of P0.
Firstly this step is analysed in a general type of problem and then it is
study in what way it is realized in bin-packing speci�c model.
Reformulation is used to represents the problem in an equivalent way that
is easier to deal with from a symbolic viewpoint and it is executed only in
the starting problem, then in the initial node of the branching process,
while linearization allows to realize the linear relaxation of the problem and
it is performed at all nodes of the branching process.
To analyse the process of linearization from a general point of view, consider
the follow structure of the problem P, obtained after the reformulation
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min xn+q (5.7)

s.t xi = ϑi(x) ∀i ∈ Q ⊆ N (5.8)

xli ≤ xi ≤ xui ∀i ∈ N (5.9)

xi ∈ Z ∀i ∈ NI ⊆ N (5.10)

From which is relevant the constraint xi = ϑi(x), with ϑi ∈ θ, and
x ∈ [xl, xu]. The inequality ax ≥ b can be a linearization inequality for
xi = ϑi(x) if it is satis�ed by all points x ∈ [xl, xu] such that xi = ϑi(x).
Therefore, it can be said that a linearization for that constraint is a system
of linear inequalities, like the aforementioned one, and it is represented with
Aix ≥ bi. Proceeding to de�ne a linearization for each variable xi = ϑi(x),
with i ∈ Q ⊆ N, the linear relaxation of the initial problem P0 can be
de�ned as LP0 : min{x(n+q) : Ax ≥ b}.
In particular, if it is considered that the variable xi depends on a single one
xj, where x

l
j ≤ xj ≤ xuj , through the equality xi = ϑi(xj), its linearization is

given by the set of points (xj, xi) such that the inequality ahxj + bhxi ≥ ch ,
with h = 1, ..., H is satis�ed.
In this step the goal of COUENNE is to develop a tight linearization of the
problem, trying to use a small number of linear inequalities. Below it is
analysed in what way a constraint can be linearized, considering a
univariate function xi = ϑi(xj), because in the particular model that will be
analysed, there will be constraints in which every variable depends only on
a unique auxiliary variable.
If ϑi is convex, valid linear inequalities, associated to the constraint
xi = ϑi(xj), is given by the equations of its tangent lines in each point
x̃j ∈ [xlj, x

u
j ] in this way:

xi ≥ ϑi(x̃j) +
δϑi

δxj
(x̃j)(xj − x̃j) (5.11)

COUENNE, initially, adds a linearization inequality for each xj in a
discretization of the interval [xlj, x

u
j ], so that a reasonable approximation is

obtained.
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The same process ca be used to linearize the constraints in which the
function ϑi is concave, considering that in this case the graph of the
function is all below the tangent in every points, so valid linear inequalities
are:

xi ≤ ϑi(x̃j) +
δϑi

δxj
(x̃j)(xj − x̃j) (5.12)

Linearization process starts at the initial problem P0 creating its linear
relaxation LP0 and it continues also when the various subproblems of P0 is
analysed, creating an sBB tree with k nodes. Thus, linearization is not
done only at the root node, but it must also be improved in every k node.
This is necessary to improve the lower bound of the problem and to �nd a
solution, so it is important to explain in what way linearization can be
re�ning in each node.
If the solution xk of the linear relaxation LPk is infeasible for the
subproblem Pk, the lower bound xk(n+q) (that is given by the optimal
solution of LPk, can be improved by branching, or by a re�nement
procedure of the linear relaxation obtained by modifying or appending
some linear inequality.
In this sense a separation problem can be used: if xk is a solution for LPk

and not for Pk, a new linear relaxation LP ′k ,in which xk is an infeasible
solution, can be realized and solved for Pk. LP

′ is obtained appending a
linear inequality to LPk that separate xk from solutions. However, if xk is
feasible for any possible linearization of Pk, the separation process cannot
be used and branching is necessary.
If a re�nement process is possible, it can be realized for a given number of
iteration , until a feasible solution for Pk is found, or until there no other
possibility to re�ne the linear relaxation and so branching becomes
necessary. Re�ning a linearization, when it is possible, let to improve the
lower bound without creating too many nodes.
COUENNE uses the re�ning process realizing the separation problem for
each auxiliary variable xi = ϑi(x).
In particular, in the case of convex univariate constraint xi = ϑi(xj), if the
point (xkj , x

k
i ) satis�es the inequalities xki > ϑi(x

k
j ), it is contained in any

linearization of ϑi and the separation problem cannot be used, so branching
is the only possible solution. On the other hand if the point (xkj , x

k
i )

satis�es the inequalities xki < ϑi(x
k
j ), there is a linear inequality that is
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violated by xk and that can be appended to the linear relaxation, and it is
the tangent line to ϑi in (xkj , ϑi(x

k
j ) that is,

xi ≥ ϑi(x
k
j ) +

δϑi

δxj
(xkj )(xj − xkj ) (5.13)

Speci�cally, COUENNE �nds the linear inequalities that realizes the
deepest cut that is obtain using the line tangent ϑi at the point of the curve
that is closest to (xkj , x

k
i ).

This is obtained by solving a one-dimensionale, convex optimization
problem, using a Newton method, through which it improves the quality of
linearization.
Consider the situation in which separation problem cannot be used,
branching process is analized in a general problem.

5.1.3 Branching

Branching is a technique used with bounds tightening in the
Branch-and-Bound method to partition a problem P0 into easier
subproblems obtained by partitioning the original solution space.
Each subproblem is solved separately and, if it is necessary, they could be
partitioned into other subproblems with a recursively process of
partitioning, until a satisfactory solution is found. This process is
represented through a tree with a series of nodes, in which any node
represent a particular subproblem. In a branching strategy a node k is
partitioned to improve the lower bound obtained by solving the
subproblems created, or to create subproblem with similar di�culty, or to
eliminate a portion of the solution space of the initial problem to reduce the
set of solutions.
The goals of branching is to minimize the number of nodes generated. It is
analysed the case of branching on a variable. In this branching strategy a
variable xj is selected to do the partitioning process and for this variable it
is necessary to locate a branching point, in particular a lower branching
point bl and a upper branching point bu, with bl ≤ bu, which are used to
create the two subproblem, one created appending the linear constraint
xj ≤ bl, and the other appending the linear constraint xj ≥ bu. Thus, in
summary, there are two steps in the branching process on a I
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• The selection of the branching variable

• The selection of the branching point.

These two steps are easy in the case of problems with integer variables. In
fact, in this case, the method chooses as a branching variable for the
problem Pk a value xkj that is fractional. Then, the branching points are
chosen placing bl = bxkj c and bu = dxkj e, so the two constraint used to create
two new subproblems of Pk are: xj ≤ bxkj c and xj ≥ dxkj e.
When branching have to be applied to a continue variable, the situation
becomes more complex, and some methods have to be introduced to explain
what criteria are used to realize branching. In this case, a value b have to
be selected as the branching point to cut point (xkj , x

k
i ) from the solutions.

This point is a feasible solution for the linearization of xi = ϑi(xj) but it is
not separable with a linearization cut, so branching is necessary. In this
way two subproblems are created through the constraints xj ≤ b and
xj ≥ b, where both of them exclude the point (xkj , x

k
i ) from solutions.

COUENNE for the choice of branching variables uses a priority criterion:
�rstly it selects integer variable with a fractional value, and, if and only if
there are no integer variable, it selects a continues one. A simple method to
select a branching variable could be br-plain. Consider the constraint
xi = ϑi(x), to select the branching variable this method uses the linear
combination:

ΩN
j (xk) =µ1

∑
i∈E(j)

δi(x
k)+

+µ2maxi∈E(j)δi(x
k)+

+µ3mini∈E(j)δi(x
k), (5.14)

Since ΩN
j (xk) is hardly correlated with the improvement of the lower bound

is important to de�ne right strategies, in the solver are implemented: the
Violation Transfer and the reliability branching.
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Chapter 6

Computation experiment on
non-linear solver

The �rst analysis for the Non linear problems is how they work on the
di�erent solver available in NEOS server discussed in the previous chapter,
after the �rst analysis experiment will be done on the one that gives the
optimal value or a good approximation.
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Figure 6.1:
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Figure 6.2:

From the solution obtained it could be seen that, even if the instance is
small respectively the one tested in the other experiment, some solvers are
not indicated to solve the model, in particular: CONOPT, Filter,
IPOPT, Lancelor, MINOS and Knitro don't have numerical value for
the object functions or is distant more than 1 of the optimal solution, for
that reason the experiment continues in the remain solver that can give
di�erent lecture on the value obtained and can reach the optimal.
In particular, COUENNE obtain the optimal solution for the Kantorovich
Non linear model and gives good upper bound for the Dyckho� one.
Overall in the �rst test the better solver is BARON it isn't stopped by a
criteria but by a time option in the AMPL command, anyway the solution
obtained are strictly close to the optimal (<0,0001) the only problem is
that the model continues to try rounding continuous value close to the
integer value without success, from the partial solution it could be easily
obtained the optimal rounding the continuous value to the optimal.
LOQO and SNOPT are choses for the bound given minor to one from the
optimal value.
Following other test on bigger instance:
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Figure 6.3:

The latest solution provides a lecture about the work done, brings to the
continuous space the models create an elevate number of variable to
compute and every variable have a Non linear constraint, a sign is the fact
that the Kantorovich model is the easier one to compute. the Experiment
done on the solver gives good result even if didn't improve the actual
optimal solution, they reach a level that solving instances with more than
100.000 non linear constraint took less than 100 seconds.
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Conclusion

The work done for the thesis could be seen as a starting point to the
exploration of the method applied,
(i) for the standard that it can be in the transformation of the model to non
linear formulation and (ii) the new way to explore the bin-packing problem.

for the (i) argument it could be interesting to use with the development of
non-linear solve that can easily solve the non linear constraint used in the
models obtained, with that assumption the solver could be used to solve the
hard instances of the literature to examine how the non linear solver work
without integer or binary variable.

(ii) The exploration of the bin-packing problem used could have a lot of
enhancement, in a �rst analysis there are new and interesting study on the
binarization method that use binary variables (

∑
2i ∗ yi) for the

representation of an integer number obtaining a reduction of the variable
and constraints explored by the non linear solver, other work could be done
in the reduction of the large number of zeros that the solution have even for
the literature models, for the reduction of variable explored could be
implemented in the instances the use of the code obtained in the section
(3.3) the reduction of the bin and the parameter k could halve the number
of variable obtaining an improvement on the computational operations,
some experiment show how the number of variable didn't a�ect the time to
solve the instances but generating a large number of constraint in the non
linear solvers explode the time of setting the problem and sometime exceed
the maximum capacity of the memory storage, for that reason the
Kantorovich model have better results in the non linear experiment while in
the others is the worst one.
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